The Choice Of Champions

Why you should
buy the Classic.
During the development of the Classic we analyzed the
accuracy canopy market to determine what improvements
were needed for the accuracy discipline, and came up with
the following advancements over other accuracy canopies
available in today’s market.
The biggest advantage of the Classic is that it comes in
so many sizes. No matter what your weight, there is a
perfect canopy size for you! No longer do the ladies of our
sport have to jump oversized parachutes. All Classics are
proportionally identical, so they all exhibit the same
performance characteristics. Classic sizes are 180, 198,
218, 238, 259, 270, 281 & 304.
With the increase in wind speed limits
and the decrease in the size of the scoring
target, the canopy speed envelope needed to
be enlarged. The Classic can fly faster and
slower than other accuracy canopies, and has
a slower rate of decent allowing more hang
time over the target.
The Classic is much more stable in
deep brakes and does not want to
“fall off” when entering a deep sink.
It also maintains the sink longer
before accelerating.
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The Classic comes standard with
custom colors and a “D”-ring slider.
The large “D”-ring slider allows for
worry free pack jobs that can be used
for Style or a Jump and Pull.
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The Classic’s soft openings allow the jumper to use one
parachute for many disciplines, be it Style, Accuracy,
Relative Work, Demos, etc.

Reduced toggle pressure and redesigne
wingtips allow for quick control
response and flatter turns.
The Classic is superior in
terms of pack volume, due
to our proprietary construction
methods and modern materials The
Classic will pack 15% to 20% smaller than other
accuracy canopies.
Exact tolerances in manufacturing the Classic
result in a more consistent product. A product
that is predictable from canopy to canopy within any given size
range. This is extremely important especially within military
or team organizations where the canopies are jumped by many
individuals and are replaced more frequently.

Classic Accuracy Risers
We offer risers that are built specifically for the Classic accuracy
jumper. The riser length is built to maintain the proper factory trim yet
is short enough to enable you to reach the slider for stowing. A toggle ring
extension gives you the maximum canopy speed available for your arm
length. We offer RSL rings to fit your rig.

Classic 350 Smoke Jumper / Tactical
The Classic 350 is the ideal canopy when your mission requires landing
at very high altitudes or the jumper needs to carry an equipment bundle.
The Classic 350 has all the performance
characteristics of the competition Classic that
enable you to land in a tight area.

Classic Paraglider
The Classic has proven itself as a very
reliable paraglider. It’s very stable on tow
and with its lower sink rate it allows you
more time in the air. The Classic is a BHPA
certified paraglider.
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Classic Fabric Colors:
NAT
BLK
RED
LBL
RBL
NBL
YEL
GLD
KGR
LGR

White
Black
Red
LightBlue
Royal Blue

NPK

Pink

PUR

Purple

SIL

Silver

LEM

Lemon

BBY

Blackberry

MAG Magenta

Navy Blue
Yellow
Gold
Kelly Green

JAD

Jade

TGR

Tangerine

WAT

Watermelon

Lime Green

IMPORTANT NOTE: This Color Comparison Chart is for REFERENCE ONLY! It is not an exact match
to fabric colors as it is nearly impossible to reproduce the colors in print. Fabric dye lots will also vary
and colors will vary between different mills and manufactures. Availability of some colors may vary.

Choosing The Correct Size Classic

A Classic can be safely jumped at a wing loading as low a 0.50 pounds per
square foot (.50 lbs./sq. ft) and as high as 0.90 pounds per square foot (.90 lbs./
sq. ft). The desired wing loading range for accuracy is 0.65 to 0.75 lbs./sq. ft, and
the optimum wing loading for accuracy is 0.70 lbs./sq. ft.

Classic Pack Volume
Classic 198/600 c.i.

Classic 218/625 c.i.

Classic 270/725 c.i.

Classic 238/655 c.i.

Classic 281/750 c.i.

Classic 259/695 c.i.

Classic 304/775 c.i.
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